BIRDS OF TROPICAL AMERICA
by Alexander

F. Skutch

Drawings by Dana Gardner
Among the thirty-four species of tropical American birds whose biographies fill this book are
toucans, motmots, jacamars, tinamous,
p&birds, and potoos-birds whose very names
evoke visions of the ,grand, mysterious forests of
Central and South America and the fascinating
feathered creatures who dwell there. For over
five decades Skutch spared no effort to learn all
he could about them as living creatures. His
lovely, poignant accounts of their lives are
equaled by the drawings of talented young artist Dana Gardner and by splendid photographs
by the author
$29.95
Write for other books by Alexander F: Skutch.
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The book is divided into five parts:
Part One -

lnfroduction

The Background
Maps
Ornithological History
Composition of the Avifauna
Ecological Isolation of Closely
Related Land Birds
Breeding and Moult
Conservation, Species Lost and
Rare or Endangered Birds
The Fiji Region
Part Two

-

Part Three
Part Four Part Five -
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SinIs Fiji, TongaandSamoa, is the first
definitive account of the ornithology of
this island region in the South-west
Pacific, where there is a lack of and a
growing demand for ornithological
material. This book is based on Dr
Watling’s
research and experience in
the region and a thorough review of the
literature.
There is a species account for each
resident and regular migrant bird, with
sections on identification-oriented
descriptions, flight, voice, food,
breeding and ecology. Distribution
maps are an important identification
aid.
The birds are magnificently
illustrated on full colour plates by Chloe
Talbot-Kelly,
an internationally
renowned ornithological
artist. She has
also prepared black and white text
illustrations depicting special features.
Photographs by J im Siers, foremost
Pacific photographer, illustrate the
bird’s habitat. There is a thorough
Bibliography and three indices, which
provide readers with easy access to any
particular bird.
L

Co/our Plates
-

The Land Sirds
The Sea Sir&
.4ppendices

Specifications
Size: 216mm wide x 298mm deep.
Extent: 176 pages on fine quality offset paper.
Fifteen colour plates.
Colour photographs of the region.
Black and white sketches and photographs.
Distribution maps.
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Birds oJF(ji, Tonga and Samoa is available from

the publishers at $NZ45.00.
To order, either write, or return this coupon to:
Millwood Gallery,
29Ib Tinakori Road,
Wellington,
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Include your international money order
for $NZ45.00. This amount includes
packaging and surface postage anywhere
in the world.
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